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The COVID-19 outbreak is, first and foremost, a human crisis
This guide provides inspiration and solutions to business leaders looking to prepare for fundamental behaviour changes to come, and future-proof their
business through innovation

•

The way we work, shop, travel, exercise, meet and think about
the future will be transformed in ways that cannot be
accurately predicted today

•

Businesses will be deeply impacted in regards to how they
interact with their customers, how customers choose and
purchase products and services and how supply chains deliver
them

Our only certainty is that the global economy is on
the verge of a great reset. And businesses must get
ready

Here’s how >>
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The COVID-19 crisis presents an opportunity that few feel equipped to pursue

* Based on a recent McKinsey survey of more than 200 organizations across industries
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Seeing opportunities is not the same as being able to seize them
The area in which they feel the most challenged is delivering net new growth opportunities

Share of executives who strongly agree that they have the expertise,
resources, and commitment to carry out the above actions
successfully in the next 12 months, %

* Based on a recent McKinsey survey of more than 200 organizations across industries
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Commitment to innovation has decreased as companies work through
the COVID-19 crisis and focus on short-term issues
Only 23% of the executives interviewed reported that capturing new growth was a top priority (first- or second-order) today, compared to about 55%
percent before the crisis hit

•
•

As might be expected, executives are largely focusing on maintaining business continuity, especially in their core
– They must weigh cutting costs, driving productivity, and implementing safety measures against supporting innovation-led growth
Unsurprisingly, investments in innovation are suffering
– The executives strongly believe that they will return to innovation-related initiatives. However, timing is key!
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RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT PLAYING IT SAFE MAY
BE A SHORT-SIGHTED DECISION RIGHT NOW
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In past crises, companies that
invested in innovation delivered
superior growth and performance
postcrisis
Businesses can gain long-term advantages by
understanding the shifts and the opportunities
that crises present
Organizations that maintained their innovation
focus through the 2009 financial crisis, for
example, emerged stronger, outperforming the
market average by more than 30 percent and
continuing to deliver accelerated growth over the
subsequent three to five years

* According to a recent McKinsey study, “Innovation in a crisis” - https://mck.co/2ZVUaWq
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The case for innovation in times of crisis
What are business leaders focusing on and what they should prioritize

Current focus: survive
•

Ideal focus: innovate

The McKinsey survey and interviews with business leaders
show that many companies are deprioritizing innovation to
concentrate on four things:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

•

Shoring up their core business
Pursuing known opportunity spaces
Conserving cash and minimizing risk
Waiting until “there is more clarity”

However, competitive advantages shift dynamically as
business models adapt to new market realities, and the core
capabilities that made an organization distinctive may suddenly
be less differentiating
We believe that, particularly in times of crisis more urgent
actions to take include:
1
1.
2.
2
3
3.

4.
4
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Adapting the core to meet shifting customer needs
Identifying and quickly addressing new opportunity
areas being created by the changing landscape
Reevaluating the innovation initiative portfolio and
ensuring resources are allocated appropriately
Building the foundation for postcrisis growth in order to
remain competitive in the recovery period

Sudden pivots observed during the COVID-19 pandemic

•

Changes to sales models
– According to the McKinsey survey, 96 percent of businesses
have changed their go-to-market model since the pandemic
hit, with the overwhelming majority turning to multiple forms
of digital engagement with customers

•

Need for new offerings
– Food distributors that traditionally supplied restaurants are
setting up digital direct-to-consumer channels as the crisis
decimated their core restaurant sales

•

Rapid changes in customer behaviour
– Zoom, with its simple setup and almost viral connectivity, has
become the “Kleenex” of the videoconference world

•

Influx of competitors from different industries
– Medical-device firms are now facing competition from
previously unimagined new entrants such as home appliance
manufacturers and automakers, as regulations are relaxed to
meet critical needs (think of GM and Dyson as ventilator
manufacturers)
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PRIORITIZING INNOVATION TODAY IS THE KEY
TO UNLOCKING POSTCRISIS GROWTH
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However, it’s no secret: innovation is difficult for well-established companies

STRATEGIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS ARE WHAT
SEPARATE SUCCESSFUL BIG-COMPANY INNOVATORS FROM THE
REST OF THE FIELD
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The 8 critical practices that have the greatest impact on innovation success
Mastering them leads to significantly higher performance, with organizations that excel at most of these practices delivering 2.4x higher economic profit

The first four, which are strategic and creative in
nature, help set and prioritize the terms and
conditions under which innovation is more likely to
thrive

The next four essentials deal with how to deliver
and organize for innovation repeatedly over time
and with enough value to contribute meaningfully
to overall performance

* According to a recent McKinsey study, “Innovation in a crisis” - https://mck.co/2ZVUaWq
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Prioritizing innovation practices in times of crisis
In times of crisis, we recommend prioritizing Discover, Evolve and Choose

3

1

2

* According to a recent McKinsey study, “Innovation in a crisis” - https://mck.co/2ZVUaWq
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•

The same McKinsey research has shown that in times of broad
economic stability, two of them—Aspire and Choose—are most
important for generating immediate outsized impact

•

In times of crisis, however, other essentials take on greater
significance, suggesting a different order of action.
– We recommend prioritizing Discover, Evolve, and Choose
– The immediate challenge is motivating teams to bring intense
focus, speed, and agility to delivering new sources of value

1. Discover

•

•

The market context during a crisis is dynamic,
with little certainty about what will define the
world when things stabilize.
It is critical for companies to overinvest in
rediscovering what matters to customers now
and understanding the impact those changing
needs will have on their business.

We can help you
assess the crisis
impact and decide
where to innovate
What we do

•

Our recent engagement with ALD Automotive,
using Blue Ocean Strategy, unveiled surprising
market and (non)customer insights, which
helped the teams challenge orthodoxies and
create a future-proof business model
>> read full case study
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Impact Assessment and Monitoring
How will my customers, market,
categories, and business overall be
impacted by the COVID-19 crisis in the
mid to long term?
Develop opportunity pipeline
Develop a short-term pipeline of new
business opportunities, driven by new
customer behaviours

2. Evolve

•

•

Today, countless companies are seeing dramatic
shifts in their profit pools and the economics
that support their operations
Experimenting with alternative business
models can be a great way to determine which
aspects of the business model have been
impaired, and to test and generate powerful
ways to conceive new business and economic
models

We can help you
design and execute
solutions for
profitable growth
What we do

•

Our previous work with Goodrich, a large
aerospace parts manufacturer, led to creating
new revenue streams by leveraging their
exiting assets, using business model innovation
>> read full case study
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Growth strategy
How can I grow given the COVID-19 new
realities, and outperform competitors?
Solution development
Design, develop, and launch a new
proposition to market

3. Choose

•

•

•

The value, timing, and risk of your planned
innovation initiatives will likely change in the
“next normal” as market dynamics evolve and
customers rethink their needs and associated
spending
Revisit the innovation pipeline with fresh eyes
and reprioritize resourcing. Challenging the
core assumptions that support each initiative
can determine which initiatives to continue,
pivot, or cut

Our work with Materialise, a 3D printing
software leader, involved analysing their
business portfolio and deciding how to
reallocate resources, resulting in increased
profitability and lasting organisational changes
>> read full case study
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We can help you
assess your portfolio
and shift resources
for profitable
growth
What we do
Portfolio Analysis
How can I assess my current portfolio of
innovation initiatives, in the light of the
COVID-19 changes?
Pivot your portfolio
How should I repurpose my investments
to the right growth initiatives?

Get in touch

About us

Ioan Carpus
+32 491 12 66 52
ioan.carpus@sixpathsconsulting.com
https://sixpathsconsulting.com

Six Paths Consulting a strategy and innovation firm
helping companies design and execute new
possibilities to solve their organization’s growth
challenges
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